Weekly Wave
Data & Information Systems
OKLAHOMA Education
Wave Rollover

- Scheduled to start July 12, 2021
  - The Wave will be offline for 2 weeks
- The Wave will rollover and no longer receive FY2021 data
- Will begin accepting SY21 – 22 data once the rollover is complete
DIS Response Time

- This week DIS **will** be slow at responding to contacts
  - Response is much slower than normal, but we will get back to you

- We are undergoing data cleanup to ensure we have an accurate account of all student enrollments.
  - Affects all divisions that displays/references historical information
Pandemic EBT (PEBT) Validation

• Issues in progress to be resolved
  • Data refreshes
  • Missing Data

• Documentation Pending Release
  • FAQ – Will be posted by Friday morning

• If you have general questions unrelated to the above topics, contact StudentDataInfo@sde.ok.gov
Questions

- StudentDataInfo@sde.ok.gov